PRODUCT UPDATE MEMO

To: All Employees  
From: Michael Verguldi, Product Manager - Medical  
Date: January 1, 2009  
Subject: T&U Series RO Machines

The T&U Series Reverse Osmosis (RO) machines were originally manufactured by ZyzaTech, Water System, Inc. back in the 80’s and early 90’s. These machines were eventually replaced by the V&Z Series line of RO devices. The product line has been supported well beyond the customary seven year program for medical devices once discontinued. Mar Cor Purification (MCP) continued to support these even after the acquisition the GE Medical Dialysis Division.

Starting January 1, 2010 we will no longer support the T&U Series of RO machines. MCP will not update, modify, or do any other type of improvements on these products. We will no longer support these devices with parts and/or technical and field assistance. Compliant(s) concerning these products will not be taken into consideration. The use of the product is at the risk by the user since parts and technical support will no longer be available. Customers will be advised to contact their local Sales Representative for current RO devices or other appropriate water treatment technologies.